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This Grimoire I write on a cold and snowy night. This is a complete system of Ancient Magick communicated to me by the Demon only known to me as "EWAZ". The power of this entity being Wild and Untamed!!

WARNING::: I here by warn anyone foolishly thinking of meddling with this book, should not!! This magick should be held in secrecy and communicated to none other after learning this book of Magick. At all times beware how you use and speak of this magick.

As I write these very words, here in the seclusion of my library over looking the river, strange sounds come from the walls!!

I will herein give you the means by which these creatures, Monsters of magick can be made to appear, to those who can correctly conjure them. I must STRESS the word correctly!! My instructions Must be followed carefully. These instructions that I write down from this morgue, this tomb of living death!! You obey what I tell you exactly. It would be a grave mistake to let these monsters lose from Hell's Gate without following what I tell you exactly. I will give thee the Magick Key to do this correctly!! You do need the wisdom and understanding of dealing with and most of all, with controlling such repulsive monsters as will herein be described to you. These monsters can appear as an Army!! If they do, this could seal your doom, as they will over power you. Unless you are fortified with the proper concentration armor of which you will learn. This will give you the power to control their power and force them to your will!!
This then is the complete and Ancient way to the magick path as prescribed by I, Morga the Magician!! I will now teach thee the Wisdom of the Second Key. The angels are Gods celestial Army. The Devils infernal Army are the very monsters you will be dealing with. You must be brave and have courage, or you will be torn to pieces, as if by a cannibalistic savage has attacked you. You can even be taken deep down into the frightful pit of which is creature calls its' home. BEWARE !! I WARN THEE!! WATCH ALERTLY !! Listen to the silence for them to stir up, because once you have laid hands on this book, it is an act of magick!! The Demons will come !!

Ye must learn this wisdom quickly. The Monsters outlined within these pages are not confined to this book!! Remember all that I teach you in this part of the book. Study it well!! Your very life may depend on using this information correctly. Just as a wrong chemical mixture can react like a Bomb !! I must warn you, that there is no definite defence or procedure of trapping these beings. For they are transparent beings of an Ancient Race. This Ancient Race has been forgotten and has not been conjured with the sacred formula for centuries. When these monsters are brought to the Light of Day and forced to appear visually, they appear as Monsters. (This is known in the occult world as evocation or conjuration) Hedeous twisted forms! Remember, they are Ancient, centuries of dust, have been their robe of sorrow. Also remember, NOT to trust them entirely. For they are Devils, and it is said that the Devil is the Father of lies.

The magick is as taught within these pages I write mainly the opus. It ends with Talismans and charms in part II. You will read more on this in part II. More from the Demon EWAZ of the Ancient Race..
The following magick will serve you well when, drawn exactly as shown in every detail. They are charged with magick power. You must learn to control this magick power. Also many of the names and symbols are entirely NEW to the occult world. As this Demon reached its' furry claw far back in time when man was first beginning his quest on earth. The folowing Magick Key, will bring them back from Ancient times to the present. Here you hold the key to this powerful magick. You have the Key to the Evil Gate leading to the Dark Depths of the Infernal regions of Hell !! If you take this quest, you must now learn the offer path now. You must conjure the Monsters, to regain the lost ancient magick!! You will be entering the land that the Angels fear. The land of the living dead. The Most haunted and Dangerous of places. Alas those, it is the MOST POWERFUL of magick in the mortal world!! Unleashing Monsters in fighting force the size of a modern Army. This could destroy the human race if not mastered and controlled completely.

This magick must be brought to light for those who understand the words of Wisdom that is powerful of all power in relationship to magick. It is my work to give you the skilled insight of a professional practitioner of occult rituals. You will find out all you need to on these very pages !!

Understand, you should pray, in the Desert, alone, or some other place free from the profane. Because, understand this mockers of this magick will be thrown through the Gates of Hell or be cursed for their entire generation. As it was practiced in Ancient times, you should ware a Black hooded Robe. The Black is respected by these Demons. As this is the Blackest of all magick !! Therefore the strongest !! The demons bang in the gate, while I write, waiting to be let free, or break out foolishly !! The Gate of Hell keeps them in control. As to opening the gate, what else can I say, but it is a horror. Screams of the insane and the very inhuman its self.
STUDY these pages well!! It is no matter to me if you heed not my warnings, as I have said, it will be your own personal destruction! This book is like no other, it is a force, a force that can be fatal. It exists between the material world and the invisible.

I will now reveal the magick key to open the gate!! Beware!!

NOTE::: The conjuration must be recited on the night of the full moon at exactly midnight. This is done in the center of an old deserted graveyard. You must wear the Black robe. You also need a black candle to illuminate the words of this book.

THE WORDS OF MAGICK ARE :::::

Demons of the night take flight!! Appear!! Before my sight!!

Monsters of Magick! Most Ancient mysteries, listen to me!!

Hells' hounds of horror, roaring at the Gates to escape!! APPEAR HERE!!

Conjure up creepy, Crawling, Creatures. Amass outside of Hell's Gate !!!!!

MAGICK TALISMAN

NOTE::: These following symbols are to be written in your own blood at exactly midnight on the night of a full moon. In the exact center of this deserted graveyard, wearing the Black robe. You should also have the black candle with you light to see my words. The following symbols are unlike any in the occult world today. These are only known to those that direct the very demons !!!
TO CAST SPELES :::

MAGICK TALISMAN

NOTE :: WHOEVER YOU TOUCH WITH THIS TALISMAN AFTER CHARGING WILL BE TAKEN AND THROWN INTO THE GATES OF HELL..
COMMANDING SOLDIER DEMON
AT THIS POINT OF MY OPUS, I MUST END. I HAVE GIVEN YOU THE MAGICK KEY AND THE ARMOR, ALONG WITH THE WISDOM...

PUBLISHERS NOTE :: THIS GRIMOIRE IS FAR FROM COMPLETE. WE STRONGLY ADVISE YOU NOT TO USE THIS BOOK. IT IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY !!!
MAGICK OF EWAZ

THE DEMON

PART II
PART II

TALISMANS

I MORGAN THE MAGICIAN SHALL HEREIN GIVENTH FORTH FURTHER TEACHINGS ON THE MAKING AND USE OF MAGICK TALISMANS. THIS IS THE TRUE PRACTICE OF MAGICK. I HAVE BEEN PRACTICING MAGICK SINCE I WAS ELEVEN YEARS OF AGE. I ALSO HAVE ALL CLASSIC GRIMOIRES IN MY LIBRARY, OF WHICH I HAVE STUDIED.

THE USE OF TALISMANS IS THE HIGHEST MAGICK, MAINLY BECAUSE IT CAN BE PRACTICED ANY TIME, ANYWHERE, AND IT CAN BE DONE SECRETLY !!! THIS IS OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE IN THIS WORLD. THE MAGICK I USE WORKS BY DEMONS OF WHICH ARE A TYPE OF ANCIENT RACE OF CREATURES THAT PREFER TO HIDE IN THE DARK. TO GAIN CONTROL OVER THEM BUT, IN A SECRET WAY.

THE ANCIENTS TAUGHT THEIR STUDENTS TO PRAY OUT IN THE DESERT ALONE. THIS IS A GREAT KEY OF WHICH OPENS UP THE GATE OF MAGICK !! One must have some powers to control these Demons. Where else do you think this power can come from but, from God himself !! In the proper place I will grant my students with the correct prayer. Curse anyone that would profane it in any way !!! For the wrath of God would fall on thee !! You will now learn a true spell !! You must also not fear. It will effect your magick and, is a sign of weakness. Therefore, I charge thee to fear not..

As for magick, as I have stated, it comes from the practice of Talisman magick. It is the art of magick. The different made between what is termed White and Black Magick is not the magick power its self (which is the controlling of the Demons) it is the use of this great power, more specifically it is how it is used. If it is used for Good, it is White Magick, if it used for Bad it is Black Magick. This should be understood well. A true Magician should not really care much about this distinction. What matters is getting your wish from the Demon. For this reason you should have a definite need for the intended results.
THIS GIVES A POWER TO YOUR MAGICKAL PERFORMANCE. ACTUALLY EVERYTHING DONE IN RELATIONSHIP TO OR IN THE CAUSE OF MAGICK IS HELPFUL IN EVERY WAY. THE STUDENT MUST HAVE PATIENCE AND LEARN TO FOLLOW THE SIGNS TO THE RESULTS PRACTICED FOR. YOUR NEED WILL BE GIVEN TO THE DEMONS IN SECRET WAYS. THE OCCULT STUDENT MUST ALWAYS BE ON THE ALERT, ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN WITH MAGICK!! YOU MUST BELIEVE IN MAGICK AND USE THAT BELIEF IN YOUR PRACTICE OF MAGICK.

THE MAGICK TALISMAN I WILL GIVE YOU WITHIN THIS GRIMOIRE, IS THE WISH, OR THE NEED OR THE ALIMENT OF WHICH THE CURE IS TO COMMAND THE DEMONS TO GRANT YOUR WISH. THERE IS A DIFFERENT DEMON ASSIGNED TO EVERY WISH. GOD IS THE ONLY POWER TO COMMAND THEM BUT, WITHOUT THE SPECIAL MAGICK PRAYER, I WILL HEREIN GIVE THEE, NOTHING CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN MAGICK!

TAKE THEN THIS BOOK SOMEWHAT SECRET, AND PRAY THE MAGICK PRAYER BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING. THRICE AT LEAST. AT BEST IT SHOULD BE RECITED ON THE SABBATH, OVER AND OVER AGAIN. REPEAT UNTIL YOU FEEL THE POWER BUILDING INSIDE YOU AND THEN REPEAT IT SOME MORE! THE PRACTICE OF THIS PRAYER IS THE KEY TO MY MAGICK, IN MANY WAYS. WHILE PRACTICING THE MAGICK PRAYER, HOLD IN YOUR HANDS THE MAGICK TALISMANS, OF WHICH REPRESENTS YOUR WISH. RUB THE TALISMAN AS YOU SAY THE MAGICK WORDS. KNOCKS WILL BE HEARD ON THE WALLS AND FURNITURE. STRANGE SHADOWS WILL APPEAR. KNOW THIS THEN, THIS IS THE GATHERING OF THE DEMONS. BEWARE!! IF THEY APPEAR, WRITE DOWN THEIR NAMES IN THIS BOOK. THEY WILL BE YOUR SLAVES!!

THIS KNOWLEDGE IS THE WISDOM OF THE WISEST!! I HAVE LEARNED IT FROM MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A MASTER MAGICIAN. I GIVE IT HERE NOW SO IT WILL NOT BE LOST IN TIME, BUT IT IS DANGEROUS. IT MUST NOT BE PERFORMED BY THE UNENLIGHTENED. REMEMBER THIS IF YOU SHOULD TEACH THIS TO OTHERS. TAKE THIS BOOK TO YOUR GRAVE, HOLD IT IN YOUR ARMS. THIS IS A TRUE STORY, I TELL YOU. KNOW YE IT WELL! IN THE FIRST PART OF THIS BOOK OF MAGICK I EXPLAINED THE SHAPES OF THE DEMONS AND THE DEFENSES AGAINST THEM. THEY TOO MUST BE STUDIED AND RESEARCH. INTO YOU MUST COME A HERMIT. THE DEMONS YOU MUST KNOW, BECAUSE AFTER YOU PRACTICE WITH THEM, THEY WILL ALWAYS BE AROUND YOU!!
THIS MAGICK IS AN IRREVOCABLE ACT!! TAKE IT SERIOUSLY BEFORE YOU PRACTICE!!

Remember that the talismans are the complete system of magick. I give thee the receipts of magick and the ingredients too! The magick receipts in this Grimoire are my instructions and directions on how to practice the Magick of Talismans. Thus the ingredients are the Magick Talismans themselves. The Talismans are the intended wish to be granted by the demons! This is the art of Magick!!

THE ART MAGICK

First, the Talisman are to be constructed from fresh white paper. On the paper is written the symbology as given. CHANGE THEM NOT!!!! If you do, this well cause the Occult Guards to make you have terribly bad luck and possibly destroy you internally.

Once the symbols are accurately drawn, they are to be cut out of the sheet of paper. Black ink should be used on the paper to draw the talisman. This can be called the true Black Arts.

THE MAGICK PRAYER

Oh great and Giving God!! I humble myself before thee!!

Grant me the power over Demons, to Command them!! To Grant My wishes!! Through the practice of these Magick Talismans!!

I hold in my hands, the Talismans, give me the power to Command them!!

AMEN..
THIS IS THE TRUE KEY TO THE MAGICK OF THE TALISMANS!! THEN AFTER PRACTICING THEM IN THE MANNER DESCRIBED THE MAGICK TALISMAN IS THEN CHARGED SUPERNATURALLY WITH GREAT ENERGY. YOU SHOULD THERE FOR CARRY IT ON YOU, SECRETLY. HIDDEN FROM THE VIEW OF THE PROFANE. WITHIN YOUR POCKET IS BEST. THIS WILL CAUSE THE SPELL TO BE EMPOWERED BY THE DEMON AS YOU CARRY IT. THIS IS A GREAT SECRET OF ANCIENT WISDOM.

THE MAGICK TALISMANS

TO HAVE LOVE, TOUCH THE ONE YOU LOVE WITH THIS SYMBOL OR A PHOTOGRAPH OR SIGNATURE..
MAGICK TALISMANS

To have money, place this magick symbol in your purse or wallet
My Magick system is entirely made up of Talismanic magick as communicated to me by the Demon "EWAZ". It was given to me as a Magick Revelation. Remember, that Magick is a practice! It will take a lot of time and work to change your life and others. Althose the Demon seems to know in advance the wishes intended to be granted by him. Therefore, things sometime take place or manifest quickly.

My system of magick is not for beginners at all. This I can assure you. This magick will have effect if practiced exactly as I have taught you. Magick effects are sometimes shocking. You will feel that your privacy is being violated. This is intimate magick, almost like the Magick of Sex. In some ways but, even more powerful!!! Actually this magick is rather easy to practice. That is part of what makes it so powerful. The whole secret is that it is training so that you can obtain magick internally. Once you do this, you will not need Talismans to communicate your wishes. Althose I still advise you the use of The Magick Talismans proper in the case of an urgent need.

With the three Talismans of Magick thus given, they cover the main forms or practices of popular magick. This includes Defence= Spells, = Black Magick, and Love=Spells or Whit Magick etc.. I assure you even in its apparent easy of use, this system of magick is complete. I have revealed much wisdom. Compared with the over-rated books on magick of which bear the name magick, and try to convince you it is a complete system when it is not !! That is why this is a True book of Magick/ I have discovered some it from the old Grimoires and some in turn from the Demon "EWAZ". This names is unknown to other Sorcerers. I freely give it here, in these pages.
DEMONIC WORSHIP

The Demons of Hell are many. A large Army being under the Command of the greatest of all monsters, the DEVIL himself. As I have taught you to admit, as I have, that the Demons are the granter of all wishes. They can also be slaves of your wishes once they appear after reciting the Magick Words given in this book. If done at the proper time and place. You must charge them and repeat the following:

MAGICK WORDS

Master, I hear and obey!! I will grant your wishes!!

Also, pacts can be made and certain other agreements between yourself and the Demons can be made. These MUST be signed with your blood.

MAGICK WORDS

I sign myself to thee
Demon,
And intern you must grant my wishes to me!!

Name
YOU MUST ALSO REMEMBER THESE MONSTERS OF MAGICK, MAYBE HONORED BY WORSHIP AND SACRAFICE (YOUR OWN BLOOD). YOU CAN DO THIS BY MAKING OR BUYING, IF OBTAINABLE A STONE STATUE OF THE DEMON. KNEEL DOWN BEFORE STATING THE MAGICK WORDS ::

I WORSHIP THEE DEMON, SERVE ME!!

(REPEAT AGAIN)

(GARGOYALS ARE BEST FOR THIS. THEY ARE TRUE IMAGES OF DEMONS. AS CHERIBS ARE OF ANGELS) YOU CAN THEN OFFER A SACRAFICE OF YOUR OWN BLOOD.

YOU THEN SAY::

I OFFER TO THEE DEMON,
THIS SACRAFICE OF MY OWN BLOOD.

SERVE ME!!

YOU THEN RUB SOME BLOOD ON THE IMAGE OF THE DEMON, OR IT TRUE FORM. IF YOU CONJURED IT UP PROPERLY.


BY
ROBERT MORGA, THE MAGICIAN
Here is a book you will use over and over. Spells for every purpose. Every spell has been tested and they work. This one by R. Blanchard. 

NEED AND WANT by ONLY using your Mind! This is NOT A positive thinking book. It wholely shows you how you can solve your problems by using the mind is trapping you from getting all. Now you have a tool you will use and use all your life! Here for the first time, you will find Ancient Spells for: 

- Winning Court Cases 
- Forcing A Person To Leave 
- Cure Sexual Impotence 
- Gaining A Future Spouse 
- Discover The Identity Of A Thief 
- Punish Your Enemies 
- Make A Lover Return 
- Have A Person Contact You 
- End A Love Affair Of A Cheating Spouse 
- Put Your Spouse Or Lover Under Your Control 
- Attaining Luck And Success In Business And Money. 

Matters in General. 

For the first time in print, you can know the true Magick that powerful wizards have used for years!!

Here are the "Keys" you tapping into all the abilities of your mind. From no other book can you learn the secrets of getting everything you need and want by only using your mind!! This is not a positive thinking book. It goes far, far beyond those simple techniques. Learn how your mind is trapping you from getting ahead. Now you can use the "Ultra Power" of your mind to get what you want out of life!! All in one easy to read and follow book!! Get this rare British import while you still can!!!

Member Price Paperback $12.00 Item Code>RMP12MP< 
Non-Member Price Paperback $14.00 Item Code>RMP14NP<

Member Price Hardcover $18.00 Item Code>RMP18MH<
Non-Member Price Hardcover $20.00 Item Code>RMP20NH<

Practical Spells for Every Purpose!!

by Master Sorcerer M. Keeth

Here is a book you will use over and over! Spells for every purpose. Every spell has been tested and they work. This one book is the result of years of research. Now you can have it! Only Available Here!! Learn: 

- A lover Spell 
- To bring Money 
- Great Luck 
- Heal Yourself 
- Peace & Rest 
- Curse Another 
- Binding Spell 
- Happiness Spell 
- Bingo Spell 
- Protection 
- Locate an Object 
- Remove a Spell 
- Incubus 
- Succumb 
- Mirror Spell 
- Manifest Spirit 
- Call family 
- Much More!!

Member Price Spiralbound $6.00 Item Code>PSP80MP<
Non-Member Price Spiralbound $7.50 Item Code>PSP10NP<

THE POWER OF SUPER THINKING

by Donald Peake

Here are the "Keys" you tapping into all the abilities of your mind. From no other book can you learn the secrets of getting everything you need and want by only using your mind!! This is not a positive thinking book. It goes far, far beyond those simple techniques. Learn how your mind is trapping you from getting ahead. Now you can use the "Ultra Power" of your mind to get what you want out of life!! All in one easy to read and follow book!! Get this rare British import while still available.

Member Price Paperback $9.00 Item Code>PST90MP<
Non-Member Price Paperback $12.00 Item Code>PST12NP<

Member Price Hardcover $12.00 Item Code>PST12MH<
Non-Member Price Hardcover $18.00 Item Code>PST18NH<

Satanic Orgy

(A rare French translated book)

This is a very rare book first published in 1900 in French. Now translated by Society member R. Blanchard. You will not find this book any other place on earth!! This rare book has lots of rare occult drawings never seen before. A detailed history of the darkside practices as it was known in France and other parts of Europe. You will not find this information in any other book. The real truth is printed here!! Information others were afraid to publish. Learn About: 

- The Sorcery Trials 
- Spirit of Evil 
- Sorcery in the Middle Ages 
- Black Masses 
- Demon Commerces 
- The Sadism of Impiety 
- Satanism and Science 
- Degenerate Masses 
- Church Crimes 
- Much, Much More!! A Rare Find Only Here!!

Member Price Paperback $12.00 Item Code>SOI12MP<
Member Price Hardcover $18.00 Item Code>SOI18MH<

Non-Member Price Paperback $14.00 Item Code>SOI14NP<
Non-Member Price Hardcover $20.00 Item Code>SOI20NH<

Demonology and Devil Lore

by Moncure Conway Vol. 11 Printed 1881

This fine reprint of a classic work on Demonology is now available to the general public. At a low price. This book has lots of rare information and illustrations you will not find in other books. It covers all aspects of Devil Lore, from around the world. Learn about the Devil from all over the world. Learn how ancient man used the Devil in daily life. A fascinating work!!! The Original Book has cost us several hundred dollars. You can have a copy for the low price of only.

Member Price Paperback $18.00 Item Code>DDL18MP<
Non-Member Price Paperback $20.00 Item Code>DDL20NP<
DR. FIAN' S SPELL BOOK
Here is the famous Dr. Fian's Spellbook first recorded at the Witch Trials in Scotland in 1591. Authentic spells and rituals as practiced by a Master Sorcerer. Here, you are given all the powerful secrets of Magick which Dr. Fian burned. Nothing held back!! Complete and uncut writings of the famous witch. Some of the interesting subjects you will learn about:

ANCIENT DIVINATION
SCRYING AND GAZING
WITCHES’ BOTTLES
FAMILIAR SPIRITS
CHARMS
POPPETS
WITCH'S EYE

GARGOYLE MAGICK
This newly translated Grimoire from an ancient 1561 Latin text shows a truly unique and western form of Magick. This amazing Grimoire is a "How To" book on the use of Gargoyle Entities. Learn the many practical uses for each of the many Gargoyles. They can help you with Love, Money, Protection, Sex. Everything is here for you to start using these fascinating and powerful entities!! Be one of the first to use this awesome form of Magick!

Member Prices $13.00 Paperback Item Code>GMG13MP<
Member Prices $18.00 Hardcover Item Code>GMG18MH<
Non-Memb. Price $16.00 Paperb. Item Code>GMG16NP<
Non-Memb. Price $21.00 Hardc. Item Code>GMG21NH<

GRIMOIRE OF ANCIENT WITCHCRAFT
Finally, a true and rare detailed book of Authentic Witchcraft. Find out the real way Witchcraft was practiced. This 1852 Grimoire is not the usual made-up garbage, but the real scientific true spells, rituals and practices of ancient Witchcraft as was practiced in the early part of this century, and before. Learn:

SECRETS OF STONE MAGICK
ANCIENT GUILDS
GRANT RITE
HERB BURNING
OLD GODS (GREEN MAN)
& MUCH MORE

Member Price $12.00 Paperback Item Code>GAW12MP<
Member Price $18.00 Hardcover Item Code>GAW18MH<
Non-Member Price $15.00 Paperb. Item Code>GAW15NP<
Non-Member Price $21.00 Hardc. Item Code>GAW21NH<
# Unique Inexpensive Ritual Kits

Each kit comes with audio tape of instructions!

## Powerful Lust Kit
The most powerful Lust Kit ever made, available to the public!! A master swordsman has been found in ancient ritual hidden for centuries. You now can have the key to exciting anyone you want to a high state of sexual desire. Whether it be a man or a woman. You get a Vagina & Penis Candle, Lust oil, and the secret ritual.

**Member Price**: $20.00 Item Code>PLK16MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $23.00 Item Code>PLK23NB<

## Mystic Eye Hypnotism Device
This 16" Hypnotic Eyeball device allows you to go into a deeper meditative state in order to hypnotize others. Comes with: Two Purple candles, Meditation oil and complete instructions for use. A Rare Device!

**Member Price**: $16.00 Item Code>MEH16MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $19.00 Item Code>MEH19NB<

## Money Drawing Kit
This kit is based on a Pirate Spell newly found on the island of Antigua. It was designed to bring the greatest amount of money to the person in the quickest period of time. Kit includes: Treasure chest replica; 20 gold coin replica; Two Green candles; Money drawing oil; Complete instructions.

**Member Price**: $18.00 Item Code>MDK18MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $22.00 Item Code>MDK22NB<

## Communicate with Dolphins
You can share this Ancient Wisdom of the Dolphins with this rare kit. Comes complete with: 16" Dolphin figure; Spirit oil; Two Purple candles; Spirit Ring; Complete instructions for correct use.

**Member Price**: $16.00 Item Code>CWD16MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $18.75 Item Code>CWD87NB<

## Business Success Ritual Kit
This Ritual was just given to us by a very successful businessman. This person claims that his great fortune was achieved by using this Ritual. Now, you can have this proven Ritual (good for all kinds of success). Comes with: Blank Soft Print/Working model; Two dozen American coin replicas; Success oil; Two Gold candles; Complete easy to follow instructions.

**Member Price**: $18.00 Item Code>BSK18MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $22.00 Item Code>BSK22NB<

## Controlling Eyeball Kit
This kit is for controlling anyone. Rare ancient device with secret spell. You receive: The Ancient Secret Ritual and three Eyeball devices. Controlling Oil; Three Brown Candles. Do not pose up this rare kit!!

**Member Price**: $16.00 Item Code>CEK16MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $19.00 Item Code>CEK19NB<

## Power Spell Kits
Each kit contains audio tape of detailed instructions. You will be personally guided by a master of magic!

### Dr. Jack's Magic Lamp
Do not be foolish in your use of this lamp and its powers. This ancient spell was brought home from the Middle East by a Society member that was fighting there during the Gulf War. Found at a street fair, this fascinating kit is available only here. Society translators can now bring you this rare kit filled with ancient Power!! You get a Talking Aladdin's Lamp. That's right! Talking! A special ancient formula Wishing Oil; rare power rings; Two purple candles and complete instructions and words of power. The Aladdin kit brings your wishes into reality!! Get it now!!

**Member Price**: $18.00 Item Code>AML18MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $22.00 Item Code>AML22NB<

### All Purpose Voodoo Doll Kit
Now, here's an Inexpensive Voodoo doll of great power!! The 8" Voodoo doll is specially designed for all uses. A printed body shows you special areas to stick the pin in for best effects. Five white and five pins are provided, so you can use it for positive or attack magic. To add even more power, we give you the following oils to dip the pins in first, before sticking them in the doll. Love, Success, Money, Protection, Healing and Curing. The oils come with complete Authentic Voodoo Ritual Instructions! A very effective product!!

**Member Price**: $18.00 Item Code>VDK18MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $22.00 Item Code>VDK22NB<

### Miniature Crystal Ball
This miniature Crystal Ball of power has many uses. Coat it with your favorite oil, and it will hold that power. Place it in charm bags for added power, or use it in divination rituals. This rare Gazing device was found by a member in Peru, where it is specially made for and by Wizards! Now you can own one for a very low price. Made of a Special compound material only known to the Wizards of Peru!!

**Member Price**: $4.00 Item Code>MCB40MB<  
**Non-Member Price**: $5.00 Item Code>MCB60NB<
INTERNATIONAL GUILD OF OCCULT SCIENCES
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

"POSITIVE USE OF ALL OCCULT SCIENCES FOR A BETTER WORLD"
HIUGE CATALOGUE !!

THE FINEST COURSES, BOOKS AND RARE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE. CATALOGUE FILLED WITH PRODUCTS.
ONLY AVAILABLE FROM I.G.O.S. SENT $3.00 FOR CATALOGUE AND MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION.
SOME OF THE ITEMS IN THE CATALOGUE:

◊ PSI HELMET & BOXES ◊ PSYCHIC POWERS ◊ UFO
◊ ABDUCTION PROTECTION & WEAPONS ◊ SORCERY
◊ WITCHCRAFT ◊ HIDDEN TECHNOLOGY ◊ FREE
◊ ENERGY ◊ ALTERNATIVE HEALING ◊ HAUNTED
◊ HOUSES ◊ ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE ◊ MAYAN
◊ MAGIC ◊ ALCHEMICAL MONEY BOX ◊ ASTRAL
◊ PROJECTION DEVICES ◊ TIME TRAVEL BOOKS &
◊ DEVICES ◊ RADIONICS ◊ EXORCISM ◊ ANCIENT
◊ GRIMOIRES ◊ E.L.F. GENERATORS ◊ PSI
◊ WARFARE ◊ SEXUAL SORCERY ◊ TELEPORTATION
◊ INVISIBILITY ◊ PSYCHOTRONICS ◊
MUCH MORE !!!

NOTHING HELD BACK !!!!! NO SECRETS !!!!!
LEARN FROM THE MASTERS OF THE OCCULT SCIENCES !!

INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MUTUAL PROTECTION AND NETWORKING;
DEFENDING OUR RIGHTS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!
BI-MONTHLY MAGAZINE FILLED WITH PRACTICAL INFORMATION,
NEVER BEFORE MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC!
DISCOUNTS FROM MAJOR OCCULT SUPPLIERS
RARE BOOKS, FOUND NOWHERE ELSE!
SPECIAL SOCIETY PRODUCTS-ONLY FOR MEMBERS
PUBLISHING SERVICE....... WE PUBLISH YOUR BOOK/COURSE OR SELL YOUR OCCULT PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONALLY- NO FEES TO YOU!!
ORDER YOUR CATALOGUE NOW !!!

255 N. El Cielo Rd., Suite 565, Palm Springs, CA., 92262 (619) 327-7355